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Does Competition Among Public Schools Benefit
Students and Taxpayers?
By CAROLINEM. HOXBY*

Tieboutchoice among districts is the mostpowerfulmarketforcein Americanpublic
education. Naive estimates of its effects are biased by endogenous districtformation. I derive instrumentsfrom the natural boundaries in a metropolitanarea. My
results suggest that metropolitan areas with greater Tiebout choice have more
productivepublic schools and less private schooling. Little of the effect of Tiebout
choice works throughits effect on householdsorting. Thisfinding may be explained
by anotherfinding:studentsare equally segregated by school in metropolitanareas
with greater and lesser degrees of Tieboutchoice among districts. (JEL H70, 120)

Many proposed reforms for elementary and
secondaryschooling in the United States sharea
commondrivingforce:increasedparentalchoice.
These reformsinclude intradistrictchoice, interdistrictchoice, vouchersfor privateschools, and
charterschools. It might seem that such reforms
would propel Americanschools into wholly unknownterritory,whereproponentshope thatcompetition would improve schools and opponents
fear that studentswould sort themselves among
schoolsin a way thatwouldimpairthe educational
prospectsof some students.In fact,thisterritoryis
not wholly unknown.The reformsextendthe traditional method of school choice in the United
States-that which takes place when households
make residentialchoices among local school districts.This choice process has long been considered the primaryexampleof the Tieboutprocess,
wherebyresidentialchoices determinethe quality
of, and expenditureson, local public goods.' Although district consolidationand states' school

finance programsincreasinglylimit the Tiebout
process, it is still the most powerful force in
Americanschooling.2In this paper,I attemptto
show the effects of this type of school choice. My
goals areto shed light on the system we have and
to demonstrategeneralpropertiesof school choice
that are helpfulfor thinkingaboutreforms.
With any form of school choice, there are
potentialtrade-offs. Choice may allow students
to self-sort in a mannerthat impedes the learning of at least some children.On the otherhand,
choice may intensify the competitive mechanism that rewardsschools with high productivity (high studentachievementper dollar spent).
Choice may also allow students to self-sort
among schools in a mannerthatfacilitateslearning-for instance, a disabled child may be able
to attend a school that has an especially good
programfor disabled children.
In additionto analyzing the effects of choice
on schools' productivityand sortingof students,
I explore some related questions. Are parents
less likely to send their children to private
schools when they have more choice among
public schools? Do states' school finance programs that weaken the financialimplicationsof
the Tieboutprocess lessen the effects of choice?
The last question is importantbecause we need
to know whether the effects of Tiebout choice
depend on its financial implications or just on

* Departmentof Economics, HarvardUniversity, Cambridge, MA 02138. The author gratefully acknowledges
generous help from the anonymousreferees, Henry S. Farber, JonathanGruber,LawrenceF. Katz, M. Daniele Paserman, James M. Poterba,and seminarparticipantsat several
universities.
1 The seminal article is by Charles M. Tiebout (1956).
Daniel L. Rubinfeld (1987) surveys the extensive theoretical and empirical literaturerelated to Tiebout's model. In
the text, I cite a numberof articles in this literaturethat are
particularly relevant to choice among public-school dis2 Lawrence W. Kenny and Amy B. Schmidt (1994) detricts, but Melvin V. Borland and Roy M. Howsen (1992)
scribe the decline in the number of school districts in the
and Charles F. Manski (1992) initiatedrecent commentary
on this topic.
United States.
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parentsbeing betterable to match their children
with schools.
Empiricalwork on Tiebout choice is important precisely because theory-which is discussed in Section II-does not provide us with
much guidance. The theoreticalpredictionscan
be briefly summarized as follows. The incentives that schools have to be productive are
generally increased by Tiebout choice because
it gives householdsmore informationand leverage in the principal-agent problem that exists
between them and the people who run their
local schools. Self-sorting of students is generally increased by Tiebout choice, and people
sort themselves so as to maximize private allocative efficiency (their own welfare). Selfsorting may produce poor social allocative
efficiency, however. Each school may be more
productive given its student body but students
may be sorted so that good peers are not in
contact with the students who would benefit
from them most. Theory is ambiguous as to
whether Tiebout choice will increase or decrease total spending on schools.
The empiricalfocus of this paper is not only
usefulbecausetheoryis indecisive;it is necessary
because the empiricalchallengesare formidable.
The first challenge is creatingsatisfactorymeasuresof Tieboutchoice.The secondis identifying
variationin Tieboutchoice that is drivenby exogenous factors that affect the supply of school
districts. I attemptto exclude variationthat is
endogenousto observedstudentachievementor
thatis drivenby the demandfor school districts.I
use instlumentalvariablesbased on topographics
(specifically,streams)to identify natural differences in areas' propensity to have numerous
school distlicts.The finalchallengeis distinguishing betweencompetitionandsorting.Forinstance,
a school districtmay be highly productiveeither
because it has strongincentivesto be efficientor
because its studentsare self-sortedso that only
one instluctionalmethodis required.To meet this
challenge,I employ datanot only on the average
characteristicsof people in each district,but also
on the heterogeneityof each district.
I. The Importanceof AnalyzingTieboutChoice
Analysis of Tiebout choice is important
because its long history and widespread application allow us to understand the general-
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equilibriumeffects of choice among schools. It
will be years before any reform could have the
pervasive effects thatTieboutchoice has had on
Americanschools. Moreover,the short-termeffects of reforms are misleading because they
depend unduly on the students who actively
make a choice in the years immediatelyfollowing reform. Even if reforms did not require
these students to be few and atypical, their
experience would be unrepresentativebecause
the supply response to a reform-the entry or
expansion of successful schools and the shrinking or exit of unsuccessful schools-may take a
decade or more to fully evince itself. Until many
students experience an increased degree of
choice, reforms are unlikely to affect public
schools much, either throughcompetitive pressure or through sorting. We are mainly interested in the new general equilibriumthat would
exist if choice-based reforms were widely enacted, not in the partial effect on the students
who are the first to take advantageof a reform.
The second reason it is importantto understand Tiebout choice is that reforms are layered
on top of the existing system. Most reforms
would extend, not introduce,choice. If one ignores Tiebout choice, one neglects the fact that
some of the predicted effects of reforms are
attained by Tiebout choice already. For instance, one is likely to miscalculate the distributional consequences of reforms if one
neglects the fact that some people, such as the
wealthy, already have a high degree of choice
so thatreformswould hardlyaffect their behavior. Other people would have their choice sets
greatly expanded by reform. Oddly enough,
many analyses of reforms ignore Tiebout
choice. For instance, some influential analyses
of vouchers assume that there is only one large
public school in which all households participate in the absence of vouchers.3
The thirdreason to analyze Tiebout choice is
a practicalone. Identifyingthe effects of choice,
as opposed to the causes and correlates of
choice programs,is very difficult except in the
case of Tiebout choice. For example, when a
3 See, for instance, Dennis N. Epple and Richard E.
Romano (1998). An exception is Thomas Nechyba (1996),
who describes a Tiebout equilibriumwith multiple publicschool districts and uses computable general-equilibrium
techniques to predict the effects of vouchers.
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school district enacts a policy of intradistrict
school choice, the policy grows out of the district's circumstancesand often is partof a package of policies enacted simultaneously. As a
result, such policies are difficult to evaluate.4
With Tiebout choice, the identificationproblem
is more manageablebecause the Tiebout choice
in an area largely depends on historicalcircumstances thatare arbitrarywith respect to modern
schooling. Nevertheless, I try to remedy potential identificationproblemsby using variationin
school districtingthat is literally natural.
II. What Theory Predicts About Tiebout Choice

Tiebout choice can affect private allocative
efficiency, social allocative efficiency, and
schools' productivity.Informaland formal versions of the Tiebout model demonstrate that
private allocative efficiency tends to be increased by Tiebout choice, even when it is
combined with political mechanisms, such as
voting on local propertytax rates.5 Intuitively,
when there are more school districts,it is easier
for households to sort themselves into groups
that are relatively homogeneous in terms of
their preferences with regard to schooling and
property.As a result, an equilibriumin which
households get schools close to what they privately prefer is more likely to exist. The more
school districts there are, the less troublesome
are free-rider problems, which tend to make
Tiebout equilibriabreak down.
What does the private allocative efficiency
result imply? First, to the extent that greater
sorting reduces the degree to which households
pay for school programs they do not value,
Tiebout choice raises the amount of school
quality that households want to buy. Also, if
households achieve greater private allocative
efficiency in the public schools, they will be less
4 In Hoxby (1999b), I show that naive estimates of the
effects of intradistrictchoice are misleading.
5 Informalversions of Tiebout's model rely on the analogy to private goods. Formal versions of Tiebout's model
thatinclude median-voterpolitics are offered by Epple et al.
(1984, 1993). Past empirical research has often tested
whether Tiebout choice actually attains allocative efficiency. Such tests are misguided, given that Tiebout choice
operates imperfectly even in the markets where it is most
prevalent.It is more reasonableto test whether an increase
in Tiebout choice raises private allocative efficiency.
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inclined to send their children to private
schools. Under greater Tiebout choice, households will be more sortedamong districtson the
basis of their preferredtype of schooling and
level of school spending. In part, this implies
more sortingon the basis of income. But, it also
implies more sortingon the basis of taste for (or
ability to benefit from) education.For instance,
a school district might end up with a combination of households-some of whom are richer
and want to spend a small shareof theirincomes
on education, and others of whom are poorer
but want to spend a large share of their incomes
on education.6Also, a school districtmight end
up with a groupof households who sharea taste
for progressive curricula. To the extent that
greatersorting improves match qualitybetween
students' needs and schools' offerings, Tiebout
choice will raise average student achievement.
The increase in private allocative efficiency
generatedby Tiebout choice does not necessarily correspondto an increasein social allocative
efficiency if there are human-capitalspillovers
among students or neighbors.7Tiebout choice
takes no account of such spillovers, since it
depends on people making choices that are privately optimal. Therefore, an equilibrium in
which more learnedstudentsare self-segregated
may be socially inefficient if forcing more
learned students into contact with less learned
students would raise social welfare. Unfortunately, empirical evidence on the nature of
human-capitalspillovers is very poor, so that
we do not even know whethercontact between
better and worse students raises the achievement of all students, degrades the achievement
of all students, reduces the initial achievement
differences among students, or exacerbatesthe
initial achievementdifferences among students.
Thus, we do not know whethersocial allocative
efficiency always increases, sometimes increases, or never increases as private allocative
efficiency rises.
Theory generallypredictsthat Tieboutchoice
raises schools' productivity.Schoolingproducers
can earn rent if households have difficulty
6
This result is derived by Epple and Glenn J. Platt
(1998), who solve a Tiebout model in which householdscan
differ both in their incomes and their tastes for education.
7 RolandBenabou (1996) has recently drawnattentionto
the macroeconomicimplications of this familiar point.
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observingproducers'effort, verifyingthe quality
of schooling inputs (especially student ability),
andverifyingschoolingoutcomes.This principalagent problemis alleviatedby Tiebout choice.8
Intuitively, school budgets based on property
taxes form a mechanismthat naturallyincorporates many households' private observationsof
schoolingoutcomesand schoolinginputs(including their children's abilities). Although only a
minorityof householdsare on the move at any
given time, their observationsabout schools determinepropertypricesin all school districts,and
schooling producerswho take excessive rent are
penalizedby reductionsin their school budgets.
This system works better when there is more
Tieboutchoice becausechangesin propertyprices
depend more on informationabout schools and
less on otherfactorsthatare essentiallynoise.
Theory is ambiguous as to whether Tiebout
choice will increaseor decreasetotal spendingon
schools. The productivityprediction discussed
above means that a unit of achievementshould
cost less wherethereis greaterchoice. As a result,
one expectshouseholdsto purchasemoreachievement, but one cannot predictwhetherthey will
spendmorein total,given the fall in price.Moreover, in areaswith littleTieboutchoice, asset-rich
householdslive in districtswith asset-poorhouseholds. On the one hand,this tends to depressthe
school spending preferredby asset-richhouseholds becausethey pay a disproportionately
large
share of every dollar that is spent. On the other
hand, this tends to increasethe school spending
preferredby asset-poorhouseholds.The net effect
depends on the political mechanismand on the
preferencesof asset-richversusasset-poorhouseholds. For instance,if asset-poorhouseholdshave
a demandfor school spendingthatdoes not elastically increase when their cost of a dollar of
school spendingfalls, then raising the cost of a
dollar of school spending for asset-richhouseholds while lowering the cost for asset-poor
households may decrease the amount spent on
education.9
WhetherTieboutchoice affectsproductivityby
8 Hoxby (1999a) offers a formal principal-agent model

of the productivityof schooling producers.
9 This is a well-known result that has recently been
explored in the context of school finance equalization.See
Fabio Silva and Jon Sonstelie (1995) and Raquel Fernandez
and RichardRogerson (1998).
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makingschool districtsfall below minimumefficient scale is, in practice,a nonissue. Empirical
evidencesuggeststhatminimumefficientscale for
a school districtis so smallthatmost metropolitan
districts easily exceed it.10 Also, temporaryor
partialconsolidationbetween mutuallyagreeable
districtsis easy, while breakingup a too-large
districtis hard.For instance,districtsoften retain
separateelementarysystemswhile sharinga high
school. These arrangementsare reversible,and it
is not uncommonto see districtsdispensewith a
sharingarrangementwhen their populationsare
large enough to allow each to achieve minimum
efficientscale on its own.
III. An Empirical Version of the
Theoretical Predictions

Theory suggests that Tiebout choice directly affects sorting and the incentives to be
productive that schools face. Tiebout choice
indirectly affects productivity, achievement,
school spending, and private schooling. In
this section, I present an empirical model that
summarizes the theoretical possibilities. In
subsequent sections, I consider problems like
identification, aggregation, and how to measure Tiebout choice. For now, assume that
choice is measured accurately and that all
variation in choice is exogenous.
Let i index individual students and their associated households. Let k index school districts, and let m index educationalmarkets.(An
educationalmarketis the set of school of school
districts in which a household could reside,
given its employment situation. Below, I argue
that metropolitanareas are reasonableconcrete
versions of educationalmarkets.)
Let C,i measure how much Tiebout choice
exists in educationalmarketm, where largerC,,2
means greaterchoice. Let r,m be the rewardthe
market gives to administratorswho improve
productivity.The predictionthat choice creates
greater rewards for schooling producers who
run schools efficiently can be written:

(1)

rm = r(Cni

... 9
)

.ar >

10 Randall W. Eberts et al. (1990) present evidence on
minimum efficient scale of schools.
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This predictioncan be testedonly indirectly- by
looking at the relationshipbetween choice and
productivityand tryingto eliminatethe effect of
sorting.
The second predictionis that choice induces
self-sorting so that each school districtcontains
households that are more homogeneous in their
preferencesfor a type of schooling and amount
of school spending.Theorydoes not predictthat
any one household characteristic,such as income, becomes more homogeneous in each district as choice increases. It is the combined
effect of household characteristicson education
preferences that becomes more homogeneous.
Thus, we can only assert that, as choice increases in an educationalmarket,the homogeneity of household characteristicsin its districts
will change and some characteristics are
likely to become more homogeneous in every
km, X2km, m) be a
district. Let Xkm =
vector of measures of the heterogeneity of
household characteristicsX1, X2, in school
district k in metropolitanarea m. Let Xm
be a vector of measures of the
heterogeneityof household characteristicsover
the entire populationof the educationalmarket
m. Then, the second predictioncan be summarized as:
(Xlm, X2m,

(2)

aXlk,zn(CmgXlm)
ac m

and so on for characteristicsX2, X3, .... The
inequality states that Tiebout choice affects (in
an unknown direction) the heterogeneity of
characteristicX 1 in each school district,relative
to the heterogeneity that would exist if educational marketm were one district.
Schools' productivity can be affected by
choice-driven incentives, sorting, demographics, and numerousenvironmentalfactors:

lA(ik,n
l(Ek,nl)

fr(C

where A represents student achievement and
ln(E) represents the log of per-pupil expenditure.11Xkmand X,, are defined above. Xik,l is a
vector of characteristicsof household i in district k in market m; Xkmf is a vector of mean
characteristics of households in district k in
marketm; and Xm is a vector of mean characteristics of households in marketm.
Since we do not directly observe incentives
for productivity,empirical tests must be based
on a reduced form where the first term is C77n,
not r(C,1, ..). Also, the amount of variation in

choice that we observe is limited by the number
of educationalmarketsin the United States, so it
is necessary to impose a simple functionalform
such as:
Aikm

(4)

ln(Ekm )

-1

+

C,7, +

Xik,nj32

XnA35

+

+

X,nI36 +

+

Xk,J13

'6ikmn

+

Xk1e64

6kmn

+

16m7-

...)

O for k = 1, ... , Kg

(3)
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Equation (4) is the basic specification in this
paper, but I use versions of it in which the
dependent variable is just achievement or just
per-pupil spending. It is useful to look at
achievement and per-pupil spending separately
because their relationships with choice may
suggest how social allocative efficiency is affected by choice. For instance, one may have
prior beliefs that a dramatic drop in average
achievementwould not be partof an increasein
social allocative efficiency.
Equation (4) should help us differentiate
the impact of competition from the impact of
sorting. Many of the effects of choice on
sorting will be captured by Xk,n if it includes
all available measures of heterogeneity that
are likely to have a significant effect on productivity. I test whether the estimate of I31
changes significantly when measures of district heterogeneity are excluded from the
" The measuresof achievementare standardizedso that
they are approximatelyin percentile terms. It is natural,
therefore,to use the naturallogarithmof per-pupilspending
in the denominator.Results based on a productivitymeasure
that has per-pupilspending in the denominatorare roughly
similar and available from the author.
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equation: this is a partial test of whether f,3
mainly evinces the effects of competition (as
opposed to sorting) on productivity.12
IV. The Identification Problem

There are two identificationproblems likely
to affect the analysis of Tieboutchoice. The first
is the potential for omitted variables bias. The
second is the potentialfor observedchoice to be
endogenous.
The degree of choice that one observes in an
educationalmarket is the result of factors that
affect the supply of school districts and factors
that affect the population's demand for school
districts.For studyingthe effects of choice, one
wants to rely solely on variationin choice that
comes from the supply side. In particular,one
might worry that the factors that affect demand
for school districts have a direct effect on productivity or achievement.If they do, then naive
estimates of the effect of choice would be biased by omitted variables.For instance,Alberto
Alesina et al. (1999) show that areas with
greaterethnic heterogeneitydemandmorejurisdictions. Thus, if ethnic heterogeneity has an
independenteffect on productivity,and if ethnic
heterogeneity is not fully controlled, then an
ordinary least-squares (OLS) estimate of the
effect of choice would be biased. The magnitude of the bias would shrink as one added
measures of ethnic heterogeneity to equation
(4), but it would be impossible to say when all
bias had been eliminated. The sign of such
omitted variables bias is not predictable.
The degree of choice that we observe in a
market can also be, in part, a response to

schools' observed productivity.This is a strict
endogeneity problem that is best explained by
an example. Consider an educational market
thatcontains a districtthathas, for idiosyncratic
reasons, a highly productive administration.
Otherdistrictswill want to consolidate with the
productive district so that its talented administratorscan serve more students.But, such consolidation will lessen the degree of observed
choice. Similarly, households with school-aged

12
It is a partialtest because it assumes that the observable measures of heterogeneityare correlatedwith the unobservable measures of heterogeneity.
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childrenwill want to move into the highly productive district, exchanging places with households that do have any school-aged children.
But, such moves will lessen the degree of observed choice for any measureof choice that is
sensitive to how many children each district
serves. Endogeneity will negatively bias estimates of the effect of choice on productivity.
Intuitively, areas with more observed choice
will be areasin which no districtswere idiosyncratically good enough to attractconsolidation
or a disproportionateshare of students.13
The best response to the identificationproblem is a set of valid instruments-that is, variables that affect the supply of jurisdictionsbut
are uncorrelatedwith factors that affect the demand for jurisdictions.
V. Measuringthe Degree
of Tiebout-StyleChoice
The key to measuringthe degree of Tiebout
choice is to think about how households make
residential decisions. One needs to consider,
first, the boundariesof the educational market
over which households exercise choice and,
second, the costs associated with exercising
choice. In some previous studies, insufficient
attention to these matters has resulted in confused evidence about the effects of choice. For
instance, researchershave sometimes assumed
that the Tiebout process applies equally in rural
and metropolitanareas.
If we take households'endowmentsas given,
then each household faces two principal constraintson its residentialchoice: income andjob
location. The educationalmarketover which it
exercises Tieboutchoice includes all school districtswithin a feasible commutingdistanceof its
job(s). Such markets tend to correspond to
Census-definedmetropolitanareasof the United
States because Census definitionsare based, in
13 As demonstratedby Kenny and Schmidt (1994), the
twentieth-centuryhistory of Americanpublic educationis a
history of consolidation. Although most of the consolidation has affected ruraldistricts,the numberof metropolitan
districtshas also decreasedby nearly40 percentsince 1950.
Thus, a metropolitanarea that has little observed Tiebout
choice is likely to be eitheran areathathas always had large
districts or an area that has experienced significant district
consolidation.The lattertype of metropolitanarea is likely
to introduceendogeneity.
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part,on actualcommutingbehavior.Many rural
districtsdo not belong to any educationalmarket,
in so far as most of theirresidentscould feasibly
commuteto only a few (if any) other districts.I
confine the empiricalwork, therefore,to analysis
of metropolitanschools and students.
Next, consider the costs of exercising
Tiebout choice within a metropolitan area.
The important costs are not the costs associated with moving from one residence to another. The important costs are the costs of
choosing a residence for its associated
schools rather than for its other characteristics. Costs of the second type vary more
across metropolitan areas and are incurred
daily (unlike moving costs). For example,
suppose that a household's earner has a job
located at the center of a metropolitan area,
and suppose that the household cares about
only two characteristics of residences: commuting distance and local per-pupil spending.
The household can choose different levels of
school spending only by choosing among different school districts. In a metropolitan area
where one school district contains the vast
majority of jobs and residences and the commute to the nearest alternative district is long,
the cost of being able to exercise choice is
high. Conversely, the cost is low in a metropolitan area where many school districts are
within a few minutes of most jobs. To generalize the example, one only need add other
characteristics of residences that matter to
households: house prices, house sizes, police
services, recreational opportunities, and so
on. If households can choose among many
school districts that offer comparable residences, where comparability is based on all
these characteristics, then the cost of exercising choice is low. If households can only
achieve their schooling desires by deviating
far from their (otherwise) preferred residence
characteristics, then the cost of exercising
choice is high. Cost will naturally be a function of the number, size, geographic location,
and housing stock of school districts within
the metropolitan area. Miami, for instance,
has high costs of exercising choice because
the Dade County school district covers virtually all of the metropolitan area. At the other
extreme, Boston has low costs of exercising
choice: there are 70 school districts within a
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30-minute commute of the downtown area,
with several districts in each range of house
prices. 14
There are a variety of measures that correspond to the notion of choice just described.
They include:
(a) the number of districts per student in the
metropolitanarea;
(b) a district-level choice index based on a
Herfindahlindex of school districts' shares
of the metropolitanarea's total land area:
K

1-

1 - H,,

I
k-I

land

areak,m

area

lk,nland

(c) a district-level choice index based on a
Herfindahlindex of school districts' shares
of the metropolitanarea's total enrollment:
K

k1=

enrollimentk,,,
"

enrollmentM,l

and so on.
Measure (c) has a particularlynice interpretation. It is the probabilitythat a studentwould
find himself in another district if he were to
switch places with a another,randomlyselected,
student in his metropolitanarea. Measures (b)
and (c) vary between zero and one, where a
value of zero indicates that one school district
monopolizes the entire metropolitanarea and a
value close to one indicatesthatthere are many,
relatively equal-sized districts in the metropolitan area.
Thereis a conceptualdifferencebetweenmeasureslike (c) and measureslike (a) and (b). Measures like (c) use enrollment to summarize a
variety of characteristicsthat make some residences more desirablethan othersto households
with school-agedchildren.Thus,measureslike (c)
condense more infoimation relevant to choice

14

See Universal Publishing Company (1998).
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(housingstock,recreationalopportunitiesfor children etc.), but they are also more prone to be
endogenous to schools' observed productivity.
Measureslike (a) and (b) are unaffectedby endogenousresidentialchoices of householdswith
school-agedchildren,but they arestill affectedby
endogenous consolidation.In short, OLS estimatesbasedon measureslike (a) and(b) arelikely
to be less biased than OLS estimatesbased on
measure(c), but-if a valid set of instrumentsis
available-one wants to use measureslike (c) to
benefitfrom the informationthey contain.
One can constructa versionof measure(c) that
is based on each school's shareof metropolitanarea enrollment,instead of each district'sshare.
Schoolsdo not,however,have financialautonomy
in the United States.Theorysuggests that incentives for productivitydependon the financialrepercussionsassociatedwithproductivitygainsand
losses. Such repercussionsare felt at the district
level because they work throughpropertyprices,
which affect districts'tax revenue and districts'
budgets.15 Therefore,we expectproductivityto be
affected more by the degree of choice among
districts than by the degree of choice among
schools. In contrast,we expect sortingto be affected at least as much,if not more,by the degree
of choice among schools as by the degree of
choice amongdistricts.Householdswith different
endowments and preferences must sort themselves into differentdistrictsin orderto get different levels of school spending,but householdscan
determinethe peerstheirchildrenexperiencesimply by sortingthemselvesinto school attendance
areas.
All of the proposed measures are erroneous
measuresof truechoice. Thus, an additionalbenefit of instrumenting
is thatit remediesattenuation
bias causedby classicalerrorin the measurement
of choice. One might, however, worry about a
sourceof nonclassicalmeasurementerror.Evenin
the metropolitanareasthathave the most Tiebout
choice, there is a large central city districtthat

1 In the United States, revenue is raised and per-pupil
spendingis determinedat the districtlevel. Per-pupilspending is undefinedat the school level because a district's costs
cannot be meaningful allocated among its schools. For
instance, districts maintainprogramsfor disabled children
thatpotentiallybenefit all of theirhouseholds.The spending
on such programsis not fully assignable to individual disabled studentsor the schools they happen to attend.
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dominatesthe stockof low-incomehousing.Thus,
the variationin measuresof choice probablyoverstatesthe variationin the degree of choice available to low-incomefamilies and representsmore
accuratelythe variationin the degree of choice
availableto middle-incomefamilies.If such nonclassicalmeasurementerrorexists, it will bias the
results toward finding that choice has no effect
(either positive or negative) on low-income
families.
VI. Instruments for Measures of Tiebout Choice

As instruments, I propose variables
specifically, streams-that reflect the number
of natural school district boundaries in a metropolitan area.16The logic is that in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, when schooldistrict boundaries were initially set in
America, an importantconsideration was students' travel time to school. In fact, in petitions for school-district boundaries, travel
time was usually the primaryjustification for
a set of boundaries. For a given travel distance "as the crow flies," natural barriers
could significantly increase travel time. With
automobiles, buses, paved roads, bridges, and
flood controls, many of the barriers that
would have caused students to travel miles
out of their way are now hardly noticed. Yet,
the vestigial importance of natural barriers is
preserved because they determined initial
school-district boundaries, which are the key
supply-side factor that determines today's
boundaries.
Thus, the number of school districts in a
given land area at a given time of settlement
was an increasing function of the number of
natural barriers. I focus on streams, because
they are the most common and most easily
quantified natural barriers. I reserve discussion of the formation of the streams variables
for the data section, but the implied first-stage
equation states that the degree of choice in a
metropolitan area is a function of its number
of streams:
16
According to the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
(1998), streamsinclude brooks, streams, and rivers. In this
paper, streamsalso include the following bodies of water if
they are roughly curvilinear in form: inlets, lakes, ponds,
marshes, and swamps.
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+

X111a2

+

Xma3

+

V,n,

where Sin is a vector of measures of the number of streams in metropolitan area mi'7 Xn,
and X,Minclude many area characteristics that
help to ensure that Cmis identified by stream
topography, not by a metropolitan area's size
or region.
In the results section, I demonstrate that
streams fulfill the first condition for valid
instrumental variables: that is, they are correlated with measures of choice. But, what
about the second condition for valid instrumental variables-that streams are exogenous
to school productivity? The condition is
highly plausible. Such plausibility is important because it is impossible to fully test the
second condition, but I do show some partial
tests of it, including two overidentification
tests and an examination of the covariances
between streams and industrial composition
and between streams and modern commuting
times.

(6)

Aikm
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= YICm7 + Y2Xl ik,l + Y3X2ikm,
/6Xl

+ Y4X1kmn+ )Y5X2knl+
+ Y7X2,11

+

Vikin

+

Vkt?l

+

Vm. -

equation:

This is a version of equation (4) in scalar algebra, which makes the exposition that follows
more intuitive. The dependent variable is
achievement,and I have specified that there are
only two variablesin the X vectors:X1 andX2.
These simplificationsare without loss of generality. However, the omission of measures of
heterogeneity is a loss of generality. I reintroduce these measures below.
To avoid tangentialissues related to weighting, consider the case in which all educational
marketshave the same numberof observations
and, within each metropolitanarea, all districts
are of the same size.18 The key question about
aggregation is whether the estimated effect of
choice depends on whether equation (6) is
estimated at the individual level, aggregatedup
to the district and estimated at that level, or
aggregated up to the educational market and
estimated at that level. The answer is that the
estimate of yj does not depend on the level of
aggregationat which equation (6) is estimated.
Intuitively,why is this so? In a linear regression, the coefficienton Cmn
(or any variableat the
level of the educationalmarket)is affected by
anothercovariateonly throughthe covariancebetween Cm,andthe market-levelmeanof thatother
covariate.Therefore,by the definitionof a marketlevel mean, the inclusionof individual-levelvariables and district means does not affect the
estimated coefficient on C,n, so long as their
market-levelcounterpartsare included.
The proof is as follows. Supposeone estimates
equation(6) by OLS at the individuallevel. One

17
Aggregation issues, including aggregation issues for
the first-stage equation, are discussed in the next section.
Equation(5) is the reduced-formof a structuralproblem in
which early settlers tried to maximize the output of local
schools, taking into account economies of scale and travel
time. Streamsenterthe problemthroughequationsfor travel
time, and the numberand location of school districtsare the
solution to the problem.

18 That is, considerthe case in which some metropolitan
areasarebrokeninto manyequal-sizeddistrictsandothersare
brokeninto a few equal-sizeddistricts.For simplicity,I ignore
weights in this exposition,but weights are used in the actual
estimationso thatobservationsdo aggregateup to metropolitan
areameans.In addition,I use weights for individualstudents
that are provided by the National Education Longitudinal
Survey(NELS)(U.S. Departmentof Education,1994a)andthe
NationalLongitudinalSurveyof Youth(NLSY) (U.S. Department of Labor,1998) to accountfor theirsampling.

VII. School-DistrictCharacteristics
and AggregationIssues
A final set of econometricissues concernsthe
level of aggregationat which equationslike (4)
should be estimated.These issues are tricky,but
they become straightforwardif broken down
into parts.
A. Aggregation WhenAll the
CovariatesAre Exogenous
First consider the situation that would exist
if measures of choice and all other covariates
were exogenous. For instance, consider the
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takesthe usual first-orderconditionswith respect
to the parameters.Even beforesolving the system
of equations,however,one can imposeconstraints
thathold exactly such as:

DECEMBER2000

tions over which the mean is taken.For instance,
the firstconstraintlisted can be rewrittenas:
(8)
M

NM
NM

x

(7)

i=Ninin

NM

xiklzlC
I =

i

sX

(X1n

Cm
Xliknl1C

lCm,

+ U 1ik,l)C,Cl

z1= 1 i= 1 in tIn

i= 1
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X

X1ik,nX1m
i=l

xi
=

9

li'ti
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Xlik,,,x2,,,

+ E

x1mx2n9
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i=l

m

i N itt I
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1

E
i

Ulikin

1 in n

i=l

and so on.19Each constraintholds because deviationsfrom a mean sum to zero for the observa-

where u 1 ikm is defined so that x 1 ikii
U 1ikm.

= X nl
1

+

But, by definition,
i = N in ti

19Variables in lowercase are in deviations-from-means
form. The full set of additionalconstraintsincludes the three
written above plus:
NM
E
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X1

=
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Xl1
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,
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After imposing the full set of constraintson the
first-orderconditions, one can solve the system
of equations to obtain the OLS estimate of -y1:

=
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where all the sums are from i

1 to NM.
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^
One obtains exactly the same formula for 1 if
one aggregates equation (6) to the district
level (thereby eliminating the terms beginning with Y2 and Y3), takes the OLS first-order
conditions, imposes the constraints listed in
footnote 19 that are relevant, and solves.
Moreover, one obtains exactly the same for^
mula for I if one aggregates equation (6) up
to the district level, takes the OLS first-order
conditions, and solves them.20
One might wonder why I describe this result, since it seems to be a red herring. It is
useful when we come to instrument for Cm.
Also, although the point estimate of the coefficient on C,n is unaffected, an equation like
(6) is most efficiently estimated at the individual level. The gain in efficiency, relative to
an aggregate regression, is due to the fact that
an individual-level regression generates more
precise estimates of the covariances between
variables that vary at the individual or district
level. Intuitively, the individual-level regression employs more information-such as the
fact that black children are more likely to be
poor. Of course, the calculation of the standard errors should reflect the fact that the
multiple observations of Cmn in an educational
market are not independent and the fact that
the multiple observations of district-level
variables in a district are not independent.
This is a common problem solved by Brent R.
Moulton (1986), whose correct standarderror
formulas I use. Intuitively, Moulton's formulas allow each educational market and district
to have a random effect. Random effects are
shown in equation (6) as a reminder that the
standard errors are calculated using Moulton's formulas.
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variables such as X 1k,. are endogenous to the
degree of choice Cm in the educational
market. The discussion above, however,
showed that the inclusion of district mean
variables does not affect the estimated coefficient on C,n. Therefore, the endogeneity of
district mean variables to choice is irrelevant
to the estimated coefficient on C,M. Intuitively, when greater choice increases the
mean of some characteristic in one district,
there is an exactly offsetting decrease in the
mean of that characteristic in other districts.
Therefore, although mean characteristics of
districts are endogenous to choice, the effect
of choice through its effect on mean characteristics is mechanically equal to zero.
C. Aggregation When Choice
Needs to Instrumented
The aggregation results extend naturally to
the case where instruments are needed because measures of choice are potentially endogenous. It is easiest to see the extension
using a two-stage least-squares (2SLS) formulation of the instrumental variables (IV)
procedure. The first-stage equation that corresponds to equation (6) is:

(12)

Cl

S ila,

+ 82X1111+

83X2,1 +

? 21

If we substitute the predicted value, C from
this regression into the 2SLS formula for y1-

B. Should One WorryThat District-Level
Means Are Endogenous to Choice?
Tiebout choice in an educational market
affects the mean characteristics of individuals
in each school district. That is, district mean

21 Assuming that the standard errors are calculated
appropriately, the following first-stage regressions are
identical because there is no correlation between the
dependent variable and the individual-level and districtlevel independent variables:

C, = Snrl + 62X1,, + 63X2,,,+ @,)1
20
Maple V files, which illustratethe Gaussian elimination (the only step of the proof that is not shown), are
available from the author.

CG,l= Sn)l + 82X1,,
+ 86Xl ik??l+

+ 63X2,,, +?

4Xlk

km

+

55X2k?n

7X2ikm + C?n + Chkm+ C)ikm-
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-we get the same reduced form regardlessof
whetherthe second stage is estimatedat the individual, district, or market level of aggregation.
The 2SLS formulaandreducedform areidentical
for all three levels of aggregationbecause ACn
variesonly at the level of the educationalmarket.
Furthermore,
the endogeneityof the district-level
means to Cm,(and the question of whetherone
instrumentsfor them) is not relevantto the estimate of jf,SLS. That is, if one has a valid instrument for C,, one can get an unbiasedestimateof
yj without instrumentingfor the district-level
means. Again, the intuitionis that the effect of
choice throughits effecton districtmean characteristicsis mechanicallyequal to zero.
It would be incorrect, however, to interpret
the coefficients on district mean characteristics
as though they were exogenous. Therefore, I
include the district mean characteristicspurely
to improvethe fit of the equation.Since I cannot
give them a ready structuralinterpretation,I do
not interpretthem at all in the results section.22
D. Measures of District Heterogeneity
Finally, reintroducethe measures of district
heterogeneityand educationalmarketheterogeneity:
(14)

E YmZm+ E X,nZmE

y,,lcl-

2

Aik,,l = PI C,,1 + 12aXl

ikn + 12bX2ikn

+ ,33aXlkm, + 13bX2k,n

22
By stating that the coefficients on the district-level
mean variablesdo not have a ready structuralinterpretation,
I mean that they should not be interpretednaively as pure
peer effects. The coefficients on the district-level mean
variablesreflecta mixtureof peer and individualeffects. For
the purposes of this paper, there is no need to dissect the
mixture because the variables are added solely to improve
precision and, as has been shown, they do not affect the
coefficient on the choice variable.
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X,z

l2 - I

+

X,2,[I

34aXlk,n
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Z,,zC
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04bX2k.

I

Ymxm
Z,2,[I

+ I35aXIm

+ 135bX2rn

+

36aXn,,

+ 136bX2m

+

? ikn +

?kn

+

X??,6?? ]2

? i -

This is a scalar version of equation (4) that is
withoutloss of generality.I demonstratedabove
thatthe inclusionof district-levelmeans does not
affect the estimatedcoefficienton C,,. The same
cannotbe said for the measuresof districtheterogeneity. Districtheterogeneityis endogenousto
the degreeof choice, andthe endogenouschanges
in heterogeneitywill not cancelout acrossdistricts
in an educationalmarket.For example, suppose
that X1 is family income. If we compare two
educationalmarketsthathave the same heterogeneity of family income in their populations,the
marketwith greaterchoice is likely to have districtsthatareless heterogeneous.Thatis, the mean
level of districtheterogeneityin an educational
marketis likely to be correlatedwith choice. (Recall that choice need not increase the withindistricthomogeneityof all characteristics.)
In short, the mean level of district heterogeneity in an educational market depends on the
interaction between choice and the heterogene-

ity of the market'spopulation.If an educational
market is homogeneous initially, then no increase in choice can increase the homogeneity
of its average district.However, if a educational
market is heterogeneous initially, then an increase in choice is likely to change the homogeneity of its average district. Represent this
interactionbetween choice and the heterogeneity of a marketpopulationby functions such as:
K it in,

(15)

>

k= 1 it in

Xl k,m= g'(C,,1, X1If)
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If we define wi km so that

(Kinttint
(16)

E

=

Xlkni

Xl km + Wlkm

k= I inzm

=

+

Xln)

g1(Cm,,

Wlk,,1,

and write similar definitions for X2, then we
can rewrite equation (15) as follows:
(18)
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?
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The sixth throughninthright-handtermsof equation (18) are of interest.The termsin wI and w2
will be irrelevantto the estimatedcoefficienton
C11,since they sum to zero over each educational
market.The gl( ) and g2( ) terms,however,need
to be instrumented(forthe samereasonsCmneeds
to be instrumented)if they are not to cause bias.
The g1() and g2( ) terms embody the way that
choice interacts with an educational market's
overallheterogeneityto producemoreor less heterogeneousdistricts.Thus, it is naturalto instrument for gl( ) with the interactionbetweenX1m
and the streams variables, to instrument for
g2( ) with the interactionbetween X2n2and the
streamsvariables,and so on.
VIII. Data

I use severalsourcesof data,all matchedgeographicallyat the school-districtor metropolitanarealevel.
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Data on school districts and schools come
from two sources. The first is the Census of
Governments(COG) (U.S. Departmentof Commerce, 1984), which contains administrative
data on the expenditures, enrollment, and instructionalstaff of every district in the United
States. The second is the National Center of
Education Statistics Common Core of Data
(CCD) (U.S. Departmentof Education, 1995),
which contains administrativedata on enrollment, instructional staff, and student demographics for every school in the United States.
The only demographicinformationavailable at
the school level is gender, race, and free-lunch
eligibility (a common proxy for poverty).
Demographicinformationat the districtlevel
is, however, much richer. I use the special
school-districttabulationof the Census of Population and Housing (SDDB) (U.S. Department
of Commerce, 1983a; U.S. Departmentof Education, 1994b) for data on the percentage of
students in private school, mean demographic
characteristicsof each district, and measures of
the demographicheterogeneity of each school
district.For example, the equations contain not
only mean household income but also the Gini
coefficient based on household income. The
equations contain not only the percentages of
the populationthat fit into each racial groupand
educational attainmentgroup, but also indices
of racial heterogeneity, ethnic heterogeneity,
and educationalheterogeneity.23I derive demographicmeasures at the metropolitan-arealevel

23
All three indices are based on Herfindhalindices and
thereforevary from close to zero (substantialheterogeneity)
to 1 (complete homogeneity). The index of racial homogeneity is a Herfindahl index built upon shares of the
population who belong to each of five racial groups: nonHispanic white, non-Hispanic black, Hispanic, Native
American,and Asian. The index of educationalhomogeneity is an Herfindahlindex built upon shares of the population that belong to each of four educational attainment
groups: less than high school, high-school graduate,some
college, and four years or more years of college. The index
of ethnic homogeneity startswith the same structureas the
index of racialhomogeneity, but discountsthe homogeneity
of the white populationif it is heterogeneousin ancestryand
discounts the homogeneity of Hispanic population if it is
heterogeneousin ancestry.The index still varies from 0 to
1, and does not differ from the index of racial homogeneity
if the white and Hispanic populations have homogeneous
ancestry. See Alesina et al. (1999) for a complete description of the index.
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from the City and CountyData Book (CCDB)
(U.S. Department of Commerce, 1983b). Finally, I include measures of metropolitan-area
size (based on population and land area) to
ensure that the measureof choice is not merely
picking up larger metropolitanareas, and I include indicator variables for the nine Census
regions to ensure that the measure of choice is
not picking up regional effects.
The streams variables are derived from the
U.S. Geological Survey's (USGS) 1/24,000
quadrangle maps. It was by using these extremely detailed maps-which allow the viewer
to identify even very small streams, buildings,
and boundaries-that I initially recognized the
relationship between natural barriers and
school-districtboundaries.The measurementof
the streams variable was in two stages. Using
the physical maps, I first counted all streams
that were at least 3.5 miles long and of a certain
width on the map. These data were checked
against the Geological Survey's Geographic
Names Information System (GNIS) for accuracy. I derived smaller streams directly from
GNIS.24 I employ two stream variables: the
number of larger streams (measured by
hand and often traversing multiple districts,
sometimes multiple counties) and the number
of smaller streams (from GNIS). There are
practical reasons for creating two stream variables, but the division is also useful for testing
the second instrumental variables condition.
Smaller streams are frequently associated with
district boundaries, which suggests that they
were once natural barriers. They are far too
small, however, to affect present-daycommuting times or to have determinedlocal industrial
history. Thus, smaller streamsdo not fit the few
stories that suggest how streams might affect
student achievement through routes other than
districtboundaries.
The bottleneck in this and similar studies is
getting data on achievement. The school and

24
This two-part strategy was needed because bigger,
linear bodies of water are sometimes inlets, bays, lakes,
ponds, marshes, or swamps which must be judged visually. Also, larger bodies of water traverse multiple counties, and visual counting prevents double counting.
Smaller streams are more accurately measured using
GNIS, which provides the longitude and latitude of their
origin and destination.
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demographic data are all population data, but
sample data must be used to get many interesting measures of achievement such as test
scores, educationalattainment,and income. It is
best to have student data that is matched to
individualschool districts,so I use the restrictedaccess version of the National Education Longitudinal Survey (NELS) (U.S. Departmentof
Education, 1994a) for 8th-, 10th-, and 12thgrade test scores. Equation (4) can be consistently estimated at the metropolitan-arealevel,
however, so I also use measures of student
achievement from the restricted-accessversion
of the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth
(NLSY) (U.S. Department of Labor, 1998),
which I match at the metropolitan-arealevel.
The NLSY sample is older (ages 32-40 in the
1997 data) so it is a better source for measures
of achievement like college completion and income. The three measuresof achievementtaken
from the NLSY are the math knowledge score
from the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery (ASVAB), highest grade completed,
and earned income at age 32.25 None of the
achievementmeasuresis definitive,but together
the measuresform a picture.Studentsfrom both
samples are matched with the geographic area
where they attended high school and with the
most appropriateyear of Census of Population
and Housing (U.S. Departmentof Commerce,
1983a; U.S. Departmentof Education, 1994b)
and Census of Governmentsdata (1990/92 data
for NELS students, 1980/82 data for NLSY
students) (U.S. Department of Commerce,
1984; U.S. Departmentof Education, 1994b).
The school and districtdata have virtuallyno
missing observations.All 6,523 regularlyfunctioning metropolitandistrictsare includedin the
regressions.Among NELS and NLSY students
who attendedhigh schools in metropolitanareas,
fewer than 100 had to be droppedfor missing
backgrounddata. Variationin the availabilityof
the achievementmeasuresaccountsfor the variation in the numberof observationsamongregressions, and most of the variationin availabilityis
not due to missing observationsbut to the survey
structureor the natureof the achievementmea-

25
Because the NLSY students were born in several
years, every regression based on NLSY observationscontains indicatorvariables for year of birth.
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OF TIEBOUT CHOICE

Panel A: Descriptive Statistics

Measure
Mndeasurechoice among districts, based on enrollment

Index of choice among districts, based on enrollment
Index of choice among districts, based on land area
Districts in metropolitanarea
Difference in commuting time (minutes) between the
district with the third shortestcommute and the
districtwith the shortest commute
Index of choice among schools, based on enrollment

Standard
deviation,
controlling for
metropolitan-area

Mean

Standard
deviation

0.686

0.271

0.686
0.761
21.132
6.498

0.271
0.269
27.611
8.551

0.250
0.252
18.751

0.974

0.069

0.062

sizea
0.250

Panel B: CorrelationsAmong the Residual Measures (Controllingfor Metropolitan-AreaSize)a
Measure
(1) Index of choice among
districts,based on enrollment
(2) Index of choice among
districts, based on land area
(3) Districts in metropolitanarea
(4) Difference in commuting
time (minutes) between the
district with the third shortest
commute and the district with
the shortestcommute
(5) Index of choice among
schools, based on enrollment

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

0.86
0.45

1.00
0.42

1.00

0.65

0.71

0.40

1.00

0.14

0.15

0.07

0.01

(5)

1.00

1.00

Note: There are 316 observations(metropolitanareas). See text for variable definitions.
Sources: Author's calculations based on data from SDDB and CCD.
a
Residuals are based on OLS regressions containing a constant, the metropolitanarea's population, the square of the
population,the metropolitanarea's land area, and the square of the land area.

sure.26Every table has notes that describe the
variablesand observationsincluded.
IX. Results
Table 1 shows several measuresof the degree
of choice among school districts. All of the
measures show that the degree of choice varies
widely across metropolitanareas in the United
States-and not just because some metropolitan
areas are larger than others. For instance, the
choice index based on districts' enrollment

26 Few backgroundvariables had missing observations
because the backgroundvariablesemployed were key variables in each survey. The NELS sample was altered by
design with every wave, so there are, for instance, more
8th-gradethan 10th-gradetest scores available.I use earned
income data only for NLSY students who have positive
earnings.

shares has a mean of 0.69 and a standarddeviation of 0.27. Even after controlling for a
metropolitanarea's land area, the square of its
land area, its population, and the square of its
population, the (residual) index has a standard
deviation of 0.25. This standarddeviation correspondsto the difference between having, say,
four equal-sized districts and a very large number of equal-sized districts (more than 50).
Table 1 also shows there is not much variation across metropolitanareas in the degree of
choice among schools. The choice index based
on schools' enrollmentshas a mean of 0.97. The
standarddeviation of its residual (controlling
for metropolitan-areasize) is only is 0.06.
The bottom panel of Table 1 shows correlations among the residual measures of choice.
Residual measures eliminate the correlation
caused purely by metropolitan-areasize. The
table shows that the measures of choice among
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districtsare highly correlated.For instance, the
correlationbetween the residual choice index
based on districts' enrollmentsand the residual
choice index based on districts' land areas is
0.86. Given the substantial correlation among
the district-basedmeasures, the importantdifferences among them are the substantive ones
(such as the greater information and greater
potential for endogeneity in the enrollmentbased measure). A metropolitanarea's degree
of choice among districts is not, however,
highly correlated with its degree of choice
among schools. The correlation between the
residual district-basedchoice index and the residual school-based choice index is 0.14. Metropolitan areas with more choice among
districts do not necessary offer more choice
among schools. A metropolitan area that is
monopolized by one district may have neighborhood schools to the same extent as a metropolitan area with 50 districts. The lack of
correlationis importantbecause the peers whom
a student actually encounters depend on the
school he attends. Also, the lack of correlation
is the key to interpretingsome of the results
shown below.
A. First-Stage Results
Table 2 contains estimates of the implied
first-stageregressions for the district-basedand
school-based measures of Tiebout choice. The
district-basedchoice index is statisticallysignificantly related to the streams variables. The
F-statistic on the joint significance of the two
excluded instrumentsis 24.4 (thep-value is less
than 0.001), so the instrumentsare not weakly
correlated.One standarddeviation in the number of smaller streams generates about onefourth of a standard deviation in the choice
index. Moreover,the numberof smallerstreams
has, by itself, nearlyas much explanatorypower
as the two streams variables used in combination. If only the smaller streams variable is
included in the regression,the F-statistic on the
excluded instrumentis 20.2.
The streamsvariableshave a weak statistical
relationshipwith the school-basedchoice index.
The F-statistic on the joint significance of the
two excluded instrumentsis 1.86 (thep-value is
0.174).
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There are a few ways to test whether the
streams variables are effectively exogenous to
school productivity-that is, whetherthey affect
productivityonly throughtheir effect on school
districting.I discussthe statisticaltests below, but
it is naturalto discuss two informaltests here.To
address the possibility that streams influence
school productivityby affecting a metropolitan
area'sindustrialcomposition,one can examinethe
correlationbetween measuresof industrialcompositionand the residualstreamsvariables.27The
correlationbetween the residual larger streams
variableand the percentagesof employmentin
manufacturing,
mining,and durablegoods manufacturing,wholesale trade,and financialservices
are, respectively, 0.007, 0.004, -0.074, and
-0.029. The correspondingcorrelationsfor the
smallerstreamsvariableare0.066, 0.043, -0.068,
and -0.007. To address the possibility that
streams somehow influence school productivity
by increasingtraveltimes in generalin the metropolitanarea, one can examine the correlation
between averagetraveltime to work in a metropolitan area and the residual streamsvariables.
The correlationbetween the largerstreamsvariable and averagetraveltime is -0.015. The corresponding correlation for smaller streams is
0.070. The smallnessof the "suspect"correlations
27
I refer to residuals from regressions of the stream
variables on the full set of covariates in Table 2.
The specification test relies on _whether cov((1 X(X'X)-'X')S, T,,), where X = [X,, X,,], is equal to
zero. If one cannot reject that the above covarianceis equal
to zero, then the specificationtest does not reject the identifying exclusion restrictionfor the instrumentalvariables
estimator:cov(S,,,, e,,) = 0. In orderto see the logic of the
test, consider average travel time, T,,. It is obviously endogenous to observed school choice. If the variable T,,' is
not included in X = [X,, X,,], consistent estimates are
nevertheless obtained from equation (4) if the equation is
estimatedby instrumentalvariablesand the excluded instruments (streams) are uncorrelatedwith T,,. More precisely,
the identifying restriction can be written as cov(S,, i +
X,,n2 + XA3, e,,) where C, =
1 + X,nY2+ X,,n3
is the predictionof C,, from the implied first-stageequation.
By definition, e,, in the identifying restrictionis orthogonal
to X,, and X,, [because they are included in equation (4)].
We do not know e,,,: we have only a measureof a possible
"suspect"component of it, T,,. Although we cannot corTelate Sm with e,,, we can correlateS,, with Tm.By definition,
however, only the part of T,,, that is orthogonalto X =
[X,, XJ could potentiallybe in e,,,.Therefore,we musteither
partialX,,mand X,,, out of S,,, and correlatethe residualswith
Tmor partialX,, and X,, out of T,,,and correlatethe residuals
with S,,,.The two proceduresare equivalent.I use the former.
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TABLE2-SELECTEDCOEFFICIENTS
FROM
THEIMPLIED
FIRST-STAGE
REGRESSION
Dependent variable

Number of larger streams in metropolitanareaa
Number of smaller streams in metropolitanareaa
Populationof metropolitanarea (thousands)
Land area of metropolitanarea (thousandsof square miles)
Mean of log(income) of metropolitanarea
Gini coefficient of metropolitanarea
Share of metropolitan-areapopulationthat is 0 to 19 years of
age
Share of metropolitan-areapopulationthat is 65 years of age
or older
Share of metropolitan-areapopulationthat is Asian
Share of metropolitan-areapopulationthat is black
Share of metropolitan-areapopulationthat is Hispanic
Index of racial homogeneity of metropolitanarea
Index of ethnic homogeneity of metropolitanarea
Share of adults in metropolitanarea the highest grade which
is some college
Share of adults in metropolitanarea the highest grade which
is B.A. or more
Index of educationalhomogeneity of metropolitanarea
Indicatorvariables for the nine Census regions of the United
States
F2,291-statistic,joint significance of the excluded instruments

Index of choice among
districts
(based on enrollment)

Index of choice among
schools
(based on enrollment)

0.080
(0.040)
0.034
(0.007)
0.015
(0.013)
0.005
(0.005)
-0.246
(0.155)
-3.581
(0.811)
1.859
(0.799)
0.447
(0.605)
1.877
(1.003)
0.827
(0.414)
0.089
(0.181)
-0.183
(0.491)
0.698
(0.697)
-0.998
(0.407)
0.953
(0.419)
-2.948
(1.025)
yes

-0.040
(0.045)
0.004
(0.004)
0.001
(0.006)
0.003
(0.002)
-0.263
(0.067)
-1.500
(0.349)
0.239
(0.344)
0.558
(0.260)
0.894
(0.432)
0.054
(0.178)
0.114
(0.078)
0.014
(0.212)
-0.078
(0.300)
-0.215
(0.176)
0.520
(0.181)
-0.831
(0.441)
yes

24.370

0.860

Notes: The table shows selected coefficients from the first-stageregression that is implied by the IV regressions (which are
actually estimatedin one stage). There are 316 observations(metropolitanareas). The two streamvariablesare the excluded
instruments.The dependentvariableshave the following means (standarddeviations):0.686 (0.271), 0.974 (0.089). The two
streamsvariables have the following means (standarddeviations): 7.893 (14.782), 182.748 (208.810). Coefficient estimates
that are not shown in the table are available from the author. See text for variable definitions.
Sources: Author's calculations based on data from SDDB, CCD, CCDB, GNIS, and USGS maps.
a The variables are measuredin hundreds.

suggests that, if streamsaffect schools, it is because they affected districtboundaries,not because they are otherwiseimportanttoday.
B. The Effect of Tiebout Choice
on StudentAchievement
Ultimately, we are interested in schools'
productivity, but it makes sense to look first at

the two components of productivity: student
achievement and school spending. Table 3
shows IV estimates of equation (4) for one
measure of student achievement: 12th-grade
reading test scores from the NELS. The table
shows not only the coefficient of interest, but
coefficients for other interesting covariates,
such as family background and measures of
metropolitan-area heterogeneity. I present
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TABLE 3-EFFECT OF TIEBOUT CHOICE ON ACHIEVEMENT:
INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLES ESTIMATES OF SELECTED COEFFICIENTS

Dependent variable:
12th-gradereading score
Index of choice among districts, based on enrollment
Log(household income)
Female
Asian
Black
Hispanic
Parents' highest grade is some college
Parents' highest grade is B.A. or more
Mean of log(income) of metropolitanarea
Gini coefficient of metropolitanarea
Share of metropolitan-areapopulationthat is Asian
Share of metropolitan-areapopulationthat is black
Share of metropolitan-areapopulationthat is Hispanic
Index of racial homogeneity of metropolitanarea
Index of ethnic homogeneity of metropolitanarea
Share of adults in metropolitanarea the highest grade which is some college
Share of adults in metropolitanarea the highest grade which is B.A. or more
Index of educationalhomogeneity of metropolitanarea
Indicatorvariables for the nine Census regions of the United States

5.770
(2.208)
1.536
(0.164)
1.959
(0.227)
0.284
(0.591)
-5.491
(0.497)
-2.866
(0.518)
2.306
(0.296)
5.453
(0.299)
-5.421
(5.527)
-12.770
(12.022)
-5.620
(13.067)
-0.732
(6.063)
0.247
(3.516)
-9.598
(7.840)
16.313
(10.697)
5.274
(7.135)
3.163
(5.929)
-5.447
(12.952)
yes

Notes: IV estimates based on 6,119 studentswho live in 316 metropolitanareas. Standarderrorsare in parenthesesand use
formulas (Moulton, 1986) for data grouped by districts and metropolitanareas. The regression is weighted so that each
metropolitanarea receives equal weight. The standardizedreading scores have a mean of 50 and a standarddeviation of 10.
The choice index has a mean of 0.765 and a standarddeviation of 0.236. Covariatesthat are not shown are: populationof
metropolitanarea,land areaof metropolitanarea,mean of log(householdincome) in district,Gini coefficient for district,share
of districtpopulationthat is Asian, shareof districtpopulationthat is black, shareof districtpopulationthat is Hispanic,index
of racial homogeneity in district, index of ethnic homogeneity in district, share of adults in district the highest level of
education which is some college, share of adults in districtthe highest level of education which is B.A. or more, and index
of educationalhomogeneity of metropolitanarea. See text for variable definitions.
Sources. Author's calculationsbased on data from NELS, SDDB, CCD, CCDB, GNIS, and USGS maps.

Table 3 to illustrate the coefficients on these
other covariates.
I find conventionaleffects of individualbackground characteristicson 12th-grade reading
scores. (All of the test scores are standardizedto
have a meanof 50 anda standarddeviationof 10.)
Studentsfrom householdswith income thatis 10

percenthigherhave test scoresthatare about0.15
standardizedpointshigher.Femaleshave reading
scores that are 2 standardizedpoints higherthan
those of males. Black and Hispanicstudentshave
readingscores that are, respectively,5.5 and 2.9
standardized
pointslowerthanthose of whitenonHispanic students.Comparedto studentswhose
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TABLE 4--EFFECT OF TIEBOUT CHOICE ON ACHIEVEMENT:
COEFFICIENT ON INDEX OF CHOICE FOR VARIOUS SPECIFICATIONS

Dependent variable:

Specification:
Base IV specification (see previous table)

8th-grade
reading
score

3.818
(1.591)
Base specification estimated by OLS
-0.236
(0.493)
Base IV without measures of district
4.649
heterogeneity
(1.598)
Base IV aggregatedto metropolitan-arealevel
5.137
(3.428)
Base IV with choice index based on district
4.761
land area
(1.429)
Base IV with choice index based on schools'
61.357
enrollment
(44.128)
Base IV with choice index interactedwith family income:
Effect for low-income students
3.364
(1.776)
Effect for not-low-income students
4.028
(1.802)
Base IV with choice index interactedwith minority status:
Effect for minority students
-0.376
(2.761)
Effect for nonminoritystudents
4.589
(1.685)
Test statistic, omnibus overidentificationtest
0.404
(distributedXd.f.= I)
Test statistic, exogeneity of larger streams
0.003
variable (distributedX. f, =I

10th-grade
math score

12th-grade
reading score

ASVAB
math
knowledge

Highest
grade
attained

ln(income)
at age 32

3.061
(1.494)
-0.733
(0.564)
2.573
(1.478)
2.663
(3.419)
2.875
(1.486)
-57.414
(52.959)

5.770
(2.208)
-1.434
(0.650)
6.084
(2.276)
7.149
(4.844)
5.803
(2.179)
-130.577
(95.960)

2.747
(1.570)
2.024
(0.561)
does not
apply
2.860
(4.587)
2.855
(1.597)
-18.832
(23.835)

1.381
(0.469)
0.323
(0.150)
does not
apply
1.285
(1.229)
1.516
(0.517)
8.031
(12.013)

0.151
(0.072)
0.055
(0.029)
does not
apply
0.170
(0.239)
0.159
(0.073)
1.436
(2.341)

2.825
(1.767)
3.043
(1.747)

4.350
(2.297)
5.810
(2.303)

4.148
(1.633)
5.639
(1.735)

1.564
(0.447)
1.708
(0.473)

0.189
(0.094)
0.193
(0.091)

-2.830
(3.604)
5.116
(1.769)
0.001

4.234
(4.218)
6.096
(2.205)
0.001

5.485
(2.629)
2.907
(1.708)
0.118

1.835
(0.730)
1.267
(0.572)
0.237

0.188
(0.098)
0.187
(0.083)
0.020

0.001

0.001

0.116

0.251

0.021

Notes: The base specification is shown in the previous table. The notes for that table apply to this table. The test scores have means of
approximately50 and standarddeviations of approximately10. Highest grade completed has a mean of 13.928 and a standarddeviation of
2.855. The log of income at age 32 has a mean of 9.655 and a standarddeviation of 1.152. Observationsare metropolitan-areastudentsfrom
the NELS (three left-handcolumns) and the NLSY (threeright-handcolumns). The numberof observationsin each column are: 10,790 (from
211 metropolitanareas),7,776 (from 211 metropolitanareas),6,119 (from 209 metropolitanareas),7,112 (from 218 metropolitanareas),7,538
(from 221 metropolitanareas), and 5,944 (from 209 metropolitanareas). The number of observations varies due to the availability of the
dependentvariable (see text). Low-income families are those whose household income is less than or equal to 70 percent of mean household
income in their metropolitanarea. Minority studentsare black, Hispanic, or Native American.
Sources: Author's calculations based on data from NELS, NLSY, SDDB, CCD, CCDB, GNIS, and USGS maps.

parentshave no college education,studentswhose
parentshave some college education(butno baccalaureatedegree)havereadingscoresthatare2.3
standardizedpoints higher, and studentswhose
parents have at least one baccalaureatedegree
between them have reading scores that are
5.5 standardizedpoints higher.28Most of the
28
One should interpretthe coefficientson the individuallevel variablesas the effects of an individual'sbackgroundon
his achievement.Some of the effects of an individualbackgroundare indirect,in the sense that they work throughparents' decisions to put their children into a particular
environment.For instance,one of the effects of coming from
a well-off family worksthroughliving, in all probability,in a
safer neighborhood.It is normaland inevitablethat the individual-levelvariablespick up bothdirectandindirecteffectsof
family background.They do this to some extent even though
there are district-levelvariables included in the regression

metropolitan-areacharacteristicsdo not have a
statistically significant effects on achievement.
Severalof the coefficientson districtcharacteris-

(especially since district-levelvariablesare only crude measuresof the environmentthat a family providesto a student).
An Appendixis availablefrom the authorthat covers issues
such as (1) how the inclusion of individual-levelvariables
improvesthe precisionof the regressions,(2) how the effects
of familybackgroundarereflectedby boththe individual-level
variablesandthe district-levelvariables,or (3) how errorin the
measurementof neighborhoodaffects the coefficientson the
individual-level and district-level variables. Among other
things,the Appendixshows that,in practice,the coefficientson
the individual-levelvariablesareonly very slightlyaffectedby
the inclusionof the district-levelvariables.Thus, it is safe to
say thatone shouldinterpretthe coefficientson the individuallevel variablesas the effects, directand indirect,of an individual's backgroundon his achievement.
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tics do have statisticallysignificanteffects, but
these coefficientsdo not have a ready structural
interpretation
so they are not shown.
Table 4 shows the estimated effect of choice
(that is, just the coefficient of interest) for
several measures of student achievement and
specifications. The measures of achievement
are 8th-grade reading scores, 10th-grademath
scores, 12th-grade reading scores, ASVAB
math knowledge scores, highest grade completed, and the income a studentearns when he
is 32 years old. The first row of Table 4 shows
the base IV specification, which is the specification shown in detail in Table 3. The resultsfor
the base specification suggest that student
achievement is higher when there is more
choice among districts.An increase from 0 to 1
in the index of Tiebout choice generates 8thgrade reading scores that are 3.8 points higher,
10th-grade math scores that are 3.1 points
higher, 12th-gradereading scores that are 5.8
points higher, and math knowledge scores that
are 2.7 points higher.In short,test scores rise by
one-quarterto one-half of a standarddeviation.
In addition,such an increasein choice generates
educationalattainmentthat is 1.4 grades higher
and income at age 32 that is about 15 percent
higher. All of the above results are statistically
significantly different from zero at the 0.05
level, except for the educational attainmentresult which is statistically significantly different
from zero at the 0.10 level.
Are these positive effects on achievement
large or small? They are impressive if one considers an increase from 0 to 1 in the choice
index-that is, if one compares metropolitan
areas at opposite ends of the choice spectrum,
like Miami and Boston. This is the relevant
comparison for thinking about the potential of
Tieboutchoice as a policy. However, a standard
deviation in the choice index is 0.27, so only a
modest amount of the current variation in
American students' achievement is explained
by Tiebout choice.
Now consider the OLS results that we obtain
if we naively ignore the probability that observed choice is endogenous to achievement
and factors that affect the demand for school
districts. If we were to interpretthem naively,
the OLS results in the second row of Table
4 would suggest that Tiebout choice has no
effect or small positive effects on achievement.
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The OLS results reveal the sign of the bias due
to omittedvariablesand endogeneity.They suggest that successful districts do attracthouseholds with school-aged children and do attract
other districtsinto consolidation.Also, achievement may be negatively affected by unobserved
factors, such as dissension, that raise the demand for districts in a metropolitanarea.
A comparison between the first and third
rows of Table 4 shows that if measures of a
district heterogeneity are omitted from the
equation, the estimated coefficient on choice
does not change by a statistically significant
amount. This is not just because the standard
errorsare too large for a plausible change to be
statistically significant:the change in the point
estimates is very small. That is, the main effect
of choice on student achievement does not appear to be working throughthe effect of choice
on districts' heterogeneity. (We cannot make
this comparison for measures of achievement
from the NLSY because the studentscannot be
matched to specific districts.)
The fourthrow of Table 4 shows a version of
the base specification that has been aggregated
up to the metropolitan-arealevel. The resulting
estimatesare similarto, but have largerstandard
errors than, the estimates from the base specification. Given the foregoing discussion of aggregation issues, this is what one would
expect.29

29
If the weights were perfect and there were no measurementor sampling errors,then the coefficient estimates
on metropolitan-level variables would be the same in
aggregate specifications and specifications that include
district-levelmean variablesbut not district-levelheterogeneity variables. The standarderrors would, however, be
largerin the aggregatespecifications.For instance,in Table
4, the third and fourth rows would contain the same estimates, but the fourthrow would have largerstandarderrors.
In practice, however, measurementerror, sampling error,
and imperfect weighting prevent the estimates in the third
and fourth rows from being exactly the same. First, sampling erroroccurs because the NELS and NLSY are samples
from the population.Second, some of the variablesfrom the
Census of Population and Housing (U.S. Department of
Commerce, 1983a) (regardless of whether they are drawn
from the SDDB or CCDB) are based on a 20-percentsample
of the population,not the entire Census population.Third,
all of the variables are potentially measuredwith errorand
the measurementerror in the NELS and NLSY variables
need not be identicalto that in the Census variables.Fourth,
there is measurementerror in the creation of district-level
statistics because some Census blocks straddle district
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The fifth row of Table 4 shows the less preferred measure of choice based on land area.
Recall that this measure is likely to be less
informative about choice because it does not
reflect the enrollmentstructureof metropolitan
areas. On the other hand, this measure cannot
reflect some types of endogenous behavior,
such as parentsof school-aged childrenmoving
to good school districts.If this type of endogeneity is remedied by the instrumentalvariables
strategy, then the IV estimates for the landbased measureshould be similarto those for the
enrollment-basedmeasure.This is, in fact, what
Table 4 shows. The point estimates for the
land-basedmeasure are similar to those in the
top row of the table (and are far from being
statistically significantlydifferent).30
The sixth row of Table 4 shows IV estimates
of the effect of more choice among schools on
studentachievement.Recall thatthereis a weak
statisticalrelationshipbetween the streamsvariables and the index of choice among schools, so
that one is unlikely to get meaningfulIV results
for this type of choice. Indeed, this is what
Table 4 shows. The standarderrors in row six
are so large that the estimates (none of which is
significantly different from zero) are uninterpretable. Thus, the effect of choice among
schools is probably impossible to determine.
The instrumentalvariablesprocedureis not usable, but OLS estimates would not be credible.
The comparison between OLS and IV for district-level choice suggested that endogeneity
plagues OLS, and measures of choice among

boundaries.Fifth, even when used with the best available
methods, the survey weights supplied by the NELS and
NLSY generate statistics that are not exactly representative
of the underlying population. Sixth, different district
weights are ideal for differentdistrictvariables-some ideal
weights would be based on the population,a few would be
based on the adult population,and a couple would be based
on the numberof households. The ideal district weight that
is modal is based on the population, so that is what I use.
The alternativechoices generate similar results. Not using
the ideal district weight for every variable is the sixth and
final reason why the estimates in the third and fourth rows
are not exactly the same.
30The difference between the land-basedOLS and IV
resultsis smallerthanthe differencebetween the enrollmentbased OLS and IV results.This suggests that the land-based
measuredoes, in fact, eliminatesome of the endogeneity.
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schools are far more likely to be endogenous
than measures of choice among districts.31
The next two rows of Table 4 allow the
effects of Tiebout choice to differ for students
who come from low-income and not-low-income families. For the purpose of this table,
low-income families are those that have household income less than or equal to 70 percent of
mean household income in their metropolitan
area.Not-low-income households are all others.
Families are classified relative to their metropolitan area's income because the main reason
for consideringheterogeneouseffects is the potential for Tiebout choice to affect sorting of
families within their metropolitanarea.
The resultsshownin the two rows providelittle
evidence of heterogeneouseffects. The estimates
are slightly lower for low-income families, but
to one-half
they arein the samerange(one-quarter
of a standarddeviation in test scores) and not
statisticallysignificantlydifferentfrom the estimates for not-low-incomefamilies.
The ninthand tenthrows of Table 4 allow the
effects of Tiebout choice to differ for minority
and nonminority students. For the purpose of
this table, minority students are black and Hispanic students, and nonminority students are
all others. The results suggest that Tiebout
choice does not have a statistically significant effect on the 8th-grade reading scores
or the 10th-grademath scores of minority students, while the effects on nonminoritystudents
are statistically significant and positive. The
minority-nonminoritydifferencein the effect on
8th-gradereading scores is not statistically significant, but the minority-nonminoritydifference in the effect on 10th-grademath scores is
statistically significant at the 0.10 level. This
weak evidence of heterogeneouseffects is not,
however, confirmed by the other measures of
achievement.The effects on 12th-gradereading
scores are in the same range for minority and
nonminority students, and the point estimates
for math knowledge and educationalattainment
are higher for minority than for nonminority
31 That is, the cost of moving a studentbetween schools
within a district is much smaller than the cost of moving a
student between districts. The data requiredto compute a
land-basedmeasure of choice among schools would make
such a measure nearly impossible to compute, even if it
were likely to be useful without instrumenting.
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students,although the difference is not statistically significant. The estimates for income at
age 32 are nearly identical.
Finally, the last two rows of Table 4 show
partialtests of the exogeneity of the instrumental variables.The omnibustest attemptsto show
whethervariationin the streamsvariablesthatis
not correlatedwith variationin school districting (or other observabledeterminantsof school
productivity)is correlatedwith school productivity. Intuitively, it is a test of whether, after
eliminating its correlation with choice (instrumented) and the other covariates, achievement
is still correlatedwith the streamsvariables.The
test statistics are distributed as x2 with one
degree of freedom. I use formulas that account
for the fact that individuals in the same metropolitan area do not have independent values
of metropolitan-level variables (including the
choice index and the streams variables).32The
omnibus test consistently fails to reject the null
hypothesis that streams affect student achievement only via their effect on choice.
The othertest shown is a Hausmantest of the
exogeneity of the larger streams variable. It is
based on the premise that one has more a priori
confidence in the exogeneity of the smaller
streams variable because smaller streams are
too small to affect modern life. The test statistics, which are distributedas x with one degree
of freedom, show that the Hausmantest consistently fails to reject the null hypothesis that the
larger streams variable is a valid instrument.
Overall, Table 4 demonstrates that an increase in Tiebout choice has a statistically
significant, positive effect on measures of
achievement that range from test scores to
wages. Naive OLS estimates of the effect of
choice on student achievement are likely to be
downwardbiased, and the streamvariables appear to be valid instruments.It is possible that
the effect on minority and low-income students
is smaller than the effect on other students,but
the evidence for such a conclusion is only suggestive. Even if the evidence were stronger,it
32
Both the omnibus test and the Hausman test are described by Jerry Hausman (1983). Conventional formulas
for the tests are incorrectwheneverMoulton standarderrors
are appropriate.Hoxby and M. Daniele Paserman (1998)
describe the problem and provide a method for calculating
correct test statistics.
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would be hard to interpret. It could be that
sorting caused by Tiebout choice has negative
effects on disadvantaged students that offset
some of the gains they experience from competition. Alternatively, as discussed above, it
could be that the choice measureis particularly
erroneousfor disadvantagedstudents.
C. The Effects of Tiebout Choice
on Per-Pupil Spending
Table 5 shows the effect of Tieboutchoice on
per-pupil spending and private schooling. Recall that these results are based on nearly the
entire population of metropolitan school districts, unlike the achievementresults which are
based on a sample. I use Table 5 to discuss the
covariatesotherthan the coefficients of interest.
Metropolitan areas with higher household
incomes spend more per pupil, as do metropolitan areas that are more Hispanic and more
racially homogeneous. The elasticity of perpupil spending with respect to the mean of log
income in the metropolitanarea is estimated to
be 0.54. Also, metropolitan areas with larger
populations have a higher percentage of students in private schools, as do metropolitan
areas whose adults have more heterogeneous
educational attainment. Several of the coefficients on district characteristicshave statistically significant effects, but these coefficients
do not have a ready structuralinterpretation,so
they are not shown.
Table 6 shows the coefficient of interest for
several specifications. Consider the results for
per-pupil spending, which are in the first column. The results for the base specificationsuggest that per-pupil spending is lower where
there is more choice among districts. An increase from 0 to 1 in the index of Tieboutchoice
generates a 7.6-percent decrease in per-pupil
spending. The OLS estimate is 7.2 percent,
which is insufficiently different from the IV
estimate to suggest bias. That is, while the effects of choice on achievement appear to be
significantlyaffected by endogeneity and omitted variablesbias, the effects of choice on perpupil spending appear to be only slightly
affected. The specificationthat omits measures
of district heterogeneity and the specification
that is aggregatedto the metropolitan-arealevel
produceestimates similar to the base estimates.
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TABLE 5-EFFECT OF TIEBOUT CHOICE ON PER-PUPIL SPENDING AND PRIVATE SCHOOLING:
INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLES ESTIMATES OF SELECTED COEFFICIENTS

Dependent variable
Log(per-pupil
spending)
Index of choice among districts, based on enrollment
Populationof metropolitanarea (thousands)
Land area of metropolitanarea (thousandsof square miles)
Mean of log(income) of metropolitanarea
Gini coefficient of metropolitanarea
Share of metropolitanarea populationthat is Asian
Share of metropolitanarea populationthat is black
Share of metropolitanarea populationthat is Hispanic
Index of racial homogeneity of metropolitanarea
Index of ethnic homogeneity of metropolitanarea
Share of adults in metropolitanarea the highest grade which is some college
Share of adults in metropolitanarea the highest grade which is B.A. or more
Index of educationalhomogeneity of metropolitanarea
Indicatorvariables for the nine Census regions of the United States

-0.076
(0.034)
0.004
(0.003)
0.003
(0.002)
0.543
(0.115)
0.372
(0.601)
-0.620
(0.715)
-0.070
(0.299)
0.463
(0.146)
0.762
(0.331)
-0.581
(0.492)
0.480
(0.348)
-0.426
(0.302)
-1.231
(0.945)
yes

Share of students
in private school
-0.042
(0.012)
0.006
(0.003)
-0.001
(0.001)
0.044
(0.040)
-0.251
(0.247)
0.264
(0.225)
0.097
(0.074)
-0.012
(0.027)
0.096
(0.087)
0.001
(0.127)
-0.327
(0.103)
-0.081
(0.076)
-0.609
(0.233)
yes

Notes: IV estimates based on school districts in metropolitanareas. Standarderrors are in parenthesesand use formulas
(Moulton, 1986) for data groupedby metropolitanareas.The regressionsare weighted so thateach metropolitanareareceives
equal weight. There are 6,523 observations(school districts)in 316 metropolitanareas. The log of per-pupilspending has a
mean of 8.462 and a standarddeviation of 0.256. The shareof studentsin private school has a mean of 0.118 and a standard
deviation of 0.064. The choice index has a mean of 0.765 and a standarddeviation of 0.236. Covariatesthat are not shown
are: share of district population that is Asian, share of district populationthat is black, share of district population that is
Hispanic,index of racial homogeneity in district,index of ethnic homogeneity in district,mean of log(household income) in
district,Gini coefficient for district, share of adults in districtthe highest level of education which is some college, share of
adultsin districtthe highest level of educationwhich is B.A. or more, and index of educationalhomogeneity of district.See
text for variabledefinitions.
Sources: Author's calculationsbased on data from SDDB, CCD, CCDB, GNIS, and USGS maps.

The estimate for the land-basedchoice index is
a 10.1-percent decrease in per-pupil spending
for an increase in the choice index from 0 to 1.
The index of choice among schools generates
results that uninterpretablebecause of their extremely large standarderrors. The statistic for
the omnibustest of the exogeneity of the instrumental variables fails to reject the null hypothesis that streams affect student achievement
only via their effect on choice. The statistic for
the Hausmantest of the exogeneity of the larger
streams instrumentalso fails to reject the null

hypothesisthat largerstreamsare a valid instrumental variables.
Are these effects on per-pupilspendinglarge
or small? Again, it depends on the question one
wants to answer. A 7.6- to 10.1-percent decrease in per-pupilspending is substantial.This
decreaseis associatedwith an increasefrom 0 to
1 in the choice index and thus reflects the potential of Tiebout choice as a policy. However,
a standarddeviation in the choice index is only
0.27, so differences in Tiebout choice account
for only a modest amount of the variation in
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TABLE 6-EFFECT OF TIEBOUT CHOICE ON SCHOOL INPUTS AND PRIVATE SCHOOLING:
COEFFICIENT ON INDEX OF CHOICE FOR VARIOUS SPECIFICATIONS

Dependent variable:
Specification:
Base IV specification (see previous table)
Base specificationestimated by OLS
Base IV without measures of districtheterogeneity
Base IV aggregatedto metropolitan-arealevel
Base IV with choice index based on district land area
Base IV with choice index based on schools' enrollment
Test statistic, omnibus overidentificationtest (distributed
Xd.f.=

ln(per-pupil
spending)

Student-teacher
ratio

Share of students
in private school

-0.076
(0.034)
-0.072
(0.022)
-0.058
(0.033)
-0.064
(0.049)
-0.101
(0.043)
-0.803
(0.934)
1.222

-2.669
(1.084)
0.375
(0.268)
-2.493
(0.994)
-2.448
(1.463)
-2.582
(1.122)
-3.828
(5.372)
0.085

-0.042
(0.018)
0.006
(0.006)
-0.067
(0.022)
-0.069
(0.031)
-0.043
(0.020)
-0.180
(0.159)
0.144

1.021

0.047

0.171

1)

Test statistic, exogeneity of larger streamsvariable
(distributed Xd.f. = 1)

Notes: The base specificationis shown in the previous table. The notes for that table apply to this table.
Sources: Author's calculationsbased on data from SDDB, CCD, CCDB, GNIS, and USGS maps.

per-pupil spending in the United States. Undoubtedly, the most striking result is not the
positive effect of choice on studentachievement
or the negative effect of choice on per-pupil
spending but the opposite direction of the
achievement and spending results. An increase
in choice among districts lowers per-pupil
spending with no loss-in fact, a gain-in student achievement.Of course, this has powerful
implications for productivity.
The middle column shows that, interestingly,
the estimated decrease in per-pupilspending is
associated with a decrease in the studentteacher ratio (an increase in teaching resources
per student). An increase from 0 to 1 in the
index of Tiebout choice generatesa decrease of
2.7 students in the student-teacherratio. The
estimateddecreasein the student-teacherratiois
similarfor the specificationwithoutmeasuresof
district heterogeneity.The version of the specification that is aggregatedto the metropolitanarea level produces estimates that are, as expected, similarto those of the base specification
but less precise. The OLS point estimates are
not statistically significantly different from
zero.
Given that the per-pupilspendingresults and
student-teacherratio results are based on ex-

actly the same data, the results imply that districts that face more Tiebout choice allocate
their lower levels of per-pupilspendingin such
a way that they actually have smaller studentteacherratios. This suggests thatTieboutchoice
makes districtsallocate money away from other
inputs and towardsreducingthe student-teacher
ratio. This suggests that reducing the studentteacher ratio is either an unusually productive
use of funds or a policy that enjoys unusual
popularitywith parents.33
D. The Effect of Tiebout Choice
on Private-School Enrollment
Like the evidence on per-pupilspending,the
evidence on private schooling uses data from
nearlyall the public-schooldistrictsin the United
States. For this reason, the private-schoolingre-

33 In Hoxby (1999b), I present empirical evidence that
choice tends to make schools fit parents'statedpreferences.
In addition to studying student-teacherratios, one can examine the effect of Tiebout choice on teacher salaries and
teacherquality. Such an examinationis beyond the scope of
this paper because there are several importantchannelsincluding unionization-by which salaries and quality
might be affected by choice.
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sultsareincludedin Tables5 and 6, andit will be
convenient,at this point, to digress briefly and
discussthem.
The first row of Table 6 shows that choice
amongpublicschools is a substitutefor choice of
privateschools. The IV estimatesindicatethatan
increasein the choice index from 0 to 1 causes
private-schoolenrollmentto fall by 4.2 percentage
points. To understandthe significanceof this decrease, recall that most metropolitanareas have
private-schoolenrollmentratesbetween9 and 14
percent.That is, if exercisedto its full potential,
Tieboutchoice can have a dramaticeffect on the
percentageof childrenwho attendprivateschools.
Because a standarddeviationin the choice index
is 0.27, differencesin Tieboutchoice accountfor
a moremodest,but still substantial,amountof the
variationin privateschoolingin the UnitedStates.
The trade-offbetween parentschoosing among
public-schooldistrictsand parentschoosing outside the public sector altogetheris importantfor
policy decisions.As shown by ThomasNechyba
(1996), Epple and Romano (1998), and Gerhard
Glomm andB. Ravikumar(1998), when families
with a strongtaste for educationleave the public
sector by shifting their children into private
schools, their voting behaviorchanges radically
and theirdecisionshave a disproportionate
effect
on supportfor public education.
Naive OLS estimation suggests that Tiebout
choice has no effect on private schooling. The
significant difference between the OLS and IV
estimates gives us importantevidence on the
natureof endogeneity. An unsuccessful publicschool district tends to drive its students into
private schools. Because this phenomenon increases the concentrationof public-school students in a few districts,it endogenously lowers
the choice index based on district enrollment.
(This is not to suggest thatthe privateschooling
is the major source of endogeneity in observed
public-school choice. The major sources of endogeneity are probably district consolidation
and the residentialdecisions of households with
school-aged children.)
E. The Effect of Tiebout Choice
on Productivity
Table 7 shows results for productivitymeasures that are created by dividing the six measures of achievement by the log of per-pupil
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spending. Given the achievement and per-pupil
spendingresults alreadydiscussed, one expects
choice to have a positive effect on productivity.
To get an accurate estimate, however, one
should explicitly examine productivitybecause
the data on achievementare availablefor only a
sample of the districts for which spending data
are available. The results are best summarized
in terms of standarddeviations of the productivity measures (the dependentvariables),since
the units of the productivity measures are not
intuitive. In Table 7, the numbers in square
brackets show each coefficient estimate as a
share of a standarddeviation of the dependent
variable.
The results for the base specificationindicate
that an increase from 0 to 1 in the index of
Tiebout choice among districts raises productivity by between one-fourthand six-tenths of a
standarddeviation. Greaterproductivityeffects
are found for productivity measures that are
based on measures of achievement that are recorded later in life (for instance, income as
opposed to 8th-gradetest scores). The next two
rows of Table 7 show no statistical evidence
that productivity effects are different for students from poor and nonpoorfamilies, although
the estimates hint that productivityeffects may
be slightly greater for students from nonpoor
families. The following two rows show conflicting evidence on whetherproductivityeffects are
differentfor minorityand nonminoritystudents.
On the one hand, the productivity measure
based on 10th-grademath scores indicates that
productivityeffects are statisticallysignificantly
smaller (at the 0.10 level) for minority students
than nonminority students. On the other hand,
three productivity measures suggest that the
productivityeffects are greater(by a statistically
insignificant amount) for minority students. In
short, there is weak evidence that poor or minority students experience a smaller productivity boost than other students.Even if one were
to find strong evidence, it would be unclear
whetherthe smaller effect was due to sortingor
choice being measured poorly for disadvantaged students.
Choice among districts appearsto raise productivity, but how essential to the result are the
financial incentives for districts that work
through property tax revenues? I attempt to
answer this question with the next two rows of
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TABLE7-E1ECT OF TIEBOUTCHOICEON PRODUCTIVITY:
COEFFICIENT
ON INDEXOF CHOICEFORVARIOUSSPECIFICATIONS

Dependent variable:(measure of achievement listed below)/
(log of per-pupilspending)

Specification:

ASVAB
math
8th-grade 1Oth-grade 12th-grade
reading score math score reading score knowledge

Base IV specification

0.290
0.308
0.579
(0.140)
(0.158)
(0.236)
[0.246]
[0.262]
[0.495]
Base IV with choice index interactedwith family income:
Effect for low-income households
0.227
0.268
0.406
(0.173)
(0.182)
(0.263)
[0.192]
[0.228]
[0.347]
Effect for not-low-income
0.312
0.298
0.572
households
(0.161)
(0.169)
(0.264)
[0.265]
[0.254]
[0.489]
Base IV with choice index interactedwith minority status:
Effect for minority households
-0.141
-0.157
0.428
(0.348)
(0.385)
(0.419)
[-0.134]
[-0.120]
[0.366]
Effect for nonminorityhouseholds
0.374
0.595
0.556
(0.155)
(0.182)
(0.289)
[0.474]
[0.318]
[0.509]
Base IV with choice index interactedwith state control of school revenue:
Effect for mostly state controlled
0.110
0.323
0.469
(0.179)
(0.173)
(0.245)
[0.276]
[0.093]
[0.401]
0.600
Effect for mostly locally controlled
0.290
0.357
(0.163)
(0.160)
(0.245)
[0.246]
[0.304]
[0.512]
Mean of dependentvariable
Standarddeviation of dependent
variable

5.917
1.177

5.937
1.172

5.957
1.170

Highest
grade
attained

ln(income)
at age 32

0.516
(0.202)
[0.410]

0.215
(0.056)
[0.494]

0.077
(0.028)
[0.566]

0.513
(0.193)
[0.408]
0.619
(0.204)
[0.492]

0.213
(0.053)
[0.489]
0.224
(0.056)
[0.514]

0.053
(0.027)
[0.389]
0.092
(0.030)
[0.676]

0.695
(0.310)
[0.552]
0.417
(0.246)
[0.331]

0.277
(0.087)
[0.636]
0.164
(0.068)
[0.377]

0.096
(0.045)
[0.705]
0.059
(0.033)
[0.434]

0.304
(0.217)
[0.242]
0.415
(0.203)
[0.330]

0.254
(0.053)
[0.584]
0.302
(0.056)
[0.694]

0.085
(0.028)
[0.625]
0.099
(0.026)
[0.728]

5.973
1.258

1.642
0.435

1.138
0.136

Notes: Each dependent variable is formed by dividing a measure of achievement by the log of per-pupil spending. The
numbersin squarebracketsshow each coefficient estimate as a share of a standarddeviation of the dependentvariable. The
notes for Table 4 apply to this table. States are mostly state controlledif state revenue accounts for more than 50 percentof
school spending. The remaining states are mostly locally controlled.

Sources: Author's calculations based on data from NELS, NLSY, SDDB, CCD, CCDB, GNIS, and USGS maps.

Table 7, where the specification allows the effect of Tiebout choice to depend on the degree
to school revenues in a state come from the

state government.34I divide the states into those
in which state government accounts for more
than 50 percent of school spending ("mostly
state controlled") and less than 50 percent of
school spending ("mostly locally controlled").
This is a crudemeasureof state control,but it is
34 In other words, an individual district is categorized
based on its state, not based on how much revenue it
receives from its state government. The latter procedure
would introduceomitted variablesbias.

sufficientfor the presentpurpose.Conveniently,
half of the states fall into each category.
The estimatedproductivityeffects for mostly
state-controlleddistrictsare consistentlysmaller
than those for mostly locally controlled districts, but none of the differences is statistically
significant. The point estimates do suggest,
however, that Tiebout choice has stronger effects in states where districts have more financial independence. An increase from 0 to 1 in
the choice index is estimated to raise productivity by at least one-quarterof a standarddeviation in states with mostly local control, but
only by at least one-tenth of a standarddevia-
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WITHIN
SCHOOLS
OFSTUDENTS
TABLE8-HOMOGENEITY

Dependent variable:
Ratio of racial heterogeneity experienced in metropolitan-area
schools to racial heterogeneity that would be experienced in
metropolitanarea if students were uniformly distributed

Number of districts in metropolitanarea
(in hundreds)
Number of schools in metropolitanarea
(in hundreds)

OLS

IV

-0.066
(0.039)

-0.071
(0.158)

OLS

IV

-0.047
(0.007)

-0.060
(0.030)

Dependent variable:
Ratio of poverty heterogeneity experienced in metropolitan-area
schools to poverty heterogeneity that would be experienced in
metropolitanarea if students were uniformly distributed

Number of districts in metropolitanarea
(in hundreds)
Number of schools in metropolitanarea
(in hundreds)

OLS
0.082
(0.050)

IV
0.138
(0.158)

OLS

IV

-0.012
(0.005)

-0.010
(0.021)

Notes: OLS and IV estimates based on schools in metropolitanareas. Standarderrorsare in parenthesesand use formulas
(Moulton, 1986) for data groupedby metropolitanareas. The regression is weighted so that each metropolitanarea receives
equal weight. There are 30,901 observations(schools) in 316 metropolitanareas.The full set of covariatesis the same as those
listed in Table 2. See text for variable definitions. The racial homogeneity indices are Herfindahlindices based on student
shares of five racial/ethnic groups (Asian, Native American, Hispanic, non-Hispanic white, and non-Hispanic black). The
poverty homogeneity indices are Herfindahlindices based on studentshares of two groups:eligible to receive free lunch, and
not eligible to receive free lunch.
Sources: Author's calculations based on data from SDDB, CCD, CCDB, GNIS, and USGS maps.

tion in states with mostly state control. It may
be that where competition does not translate
into much financial pressure, districts have a
smaller productivityresponse to competition.
F. Further Evidence on Tiebout
Choice and StudentSorting
In the results discussed thus far, there has
been little evidence that Tiebout choice affects
productivity through sorting. That is, although
Tiebout choice certainly affects how households are sorted across districts, the resulting
sorting appearsto have little effect on the average level of achievement or per-pupil spending
in a metropolitanarea. This may indicate that
peer effects are small or that there are offsetting
benefits and losses when students experience
heterogeneouspeers. Beneficial peer influences,
for instance, may be offset by the difficulties
thatteachershave in communicatingmaterialto
heterogenous classes.
School-level demographic data, however,

suggest yet another possibility. It may be that
peers have importantnet effects, but that even
metropolitan areas with little Tiebout choice
among districts have substantial peer sorting
among schools. After all, the peers whom a
student actually encounters depend on sorting
among schools, and such sorting can occur in
areaswhere there is little Tiebout choice among
districts.Table 8 shows how the probabilitythat
a student experiences a heterogeneous student
body is affected by Tiebout choice.
The dependent variable in the top panel of
Table 8 is a ratio. In the numeratoris the probability that, in a randomencounterwith another
student in his school, a student from metropolitan area m meets a student of a differentracial
group. In the denominator is the probability
that,in a randomencounterwith anotherstudent
in his metropolitanarea, a studentfrom metropolitan area m meets a student of a different
racial group. If all the schools in a metropolitan
area have the same racial composition as one
another, then the ratio is equal to one. On the
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other extreme, if each school in a metropolitan
area is racially homogeneous despite the existence of racialheterogeneityin the metropolitan
area, then the ratio is equal to zero. Thus, an
increase in the ratio indicates that schools are
more heterogeneousracially, given the underlying racialheterogeneityof the metropolitanarea
in which they are located. The dependentvariable in the bottom panel of Table 8 is defined
analogously, except that-instead of being divided into racial groups-students are divided
into a groupthat is eligible to receive free lunch
and a group that is ineligible. The ratio in the
bottompanel of Table 8 attemptsto measurethe
poverty heterogeneityof schools.
Apartfrom the dependentvariable,the specification estimated in Table 8 is similar to the
specification estimated in the first-stage equations. The only other difference is that choice is
measuredby the numberof districtsand schools
in the metropolitanarea, not by choice indices.
It is necessary to avoid choice indices because
choice indices have the same basic construction
as the dependentvariable and the similarity of
constructioncreates spuriouscorrelation.35
The top panel of Table 8 shows thatthe racial
heterogeneity of a student's peers is related to
the numberof schools, but not to the numberof
districts, in his metropolitan area. This statement holds for both the OLS and IV estimates,
although the IV estimates are preferablefor all
the reasons describedabove. The ratio of racial
heterogeneityhas a statisticallysignificant,negative relationshipwith the numberof schools in
a metropolitanarea:the more schools there are
(for a metropolitanareaof a given size), the less
likely a student is to experience the racial heterogeneity that exists in his metropolitanarea.
35 That is, the dependentvariableand the choice indices
are both built upon Herfindahlindices. Using a dependent
variable and independentvariable with the same structure
generates correlated measurement error between the two
sides of the equation. This problem is common in the
labor-supplyliteraturewhere the constructionof hours of
work affects both the dependent variable and an independent variable (the wage). The example in this paper is
somewhat less obvious, but the scale of the problemcan be
gauged by the finding that, if randomly generateddata on
racial composition is assigned to each school, there is statistically significantcorrelationbetween the dependentvariable (the ratio) and the choice indices. This correlationis
generatedpurely by the parallel constructionof the dependent variable and the choice indices.
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The ratio of racial heterogeneity has no statistically significant relationshipwith the number
of districts in a metropolitan area. In other
words, studentsarejust as segregatedin schools
in metropolitanareas that contain few districts
as they are in metropolitanareas that contain
many districts.Households sort themselves into
school attendanceareas inside districts so that
districtboundarieshave little effect on the racial
heterogeneityexperienced by students.
The results in the bottom panel of Table
8, which focus on poverty heterogeneity, exhibit a roughly similar pattern but have large
standarderrors.That is, the point estimates hint
that the ratio of poverty heterogeneity has a
negative relationship with the number of
schools in a metropolitanarea. The point estimates do not hint at a similar negative relationship with the number of districts in a
metropolitanarea (in fact, the estimates are of
the wrong sign). The large standarderrors are
probablycaused by measurementerrorin freelunch eligibility as an indicator of household
income. Unfortunately, no other school-level
measure of household income is available.
In summary,choice among districts may not
have much effect on the peers a studentactually
experiences because households sort themselves into school-attendanceareas regardless
of whether they have much choice among districts.Therefore,the effect of choice on productivity is more likely to be caused by competitive
pressureamong districtsthanby studentsorting.
X. Conclusions
Let me concludeby collectingthe resultsinto a
pictureof how Tiebout choice affects American
schools. The first conclusion is a practicalone:
naive estimates(like OLS) thatdo not accountfor
the endogeneityof school districtsare biased towardsfindingno effects. This is probablymainly
due to the tendencyof successfulschool districts
to attracthouseholdswith school-agedchildren,
therebyincreasingtheirmarketshareandreducing
the observeddegree of choice.
The key result of the paper is that Tiebout
choice among public-school districts raises
school productivity.The most dramaticfinding
is the opposite sign of the achievement and
spending results: Tiebout choice raises productivity by simultaneously raising achievement
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and lowering spending. The effects on productivity, student achievement, and per-pupil
spending are substantialin size (generally onequarterto one-half of standarddeviation) if one
considers the potential of Tiebout choice as a
policy. That is, the effects are substantialif one
considers moving from one end of the Tiebout
choice spectrum (a metropolitanarea like Miami) to the other (a metropolitanarea like Boston). Naturally, most metropolitan areas are
between the two ends of the spectrum,and the
currentvariationin Tiebout choice among metropolitan areas explains a modest amount of
their differences in school productivity.
There is suggestive evidence that Tiebout
choice needs to have financialconsequencesif it
is to producethe productivityeffects described.
Tiebout choice appearsto have larger productivity effects in states where school districts
have greaterfinancial independence.
Where households have more Tiebout-style
choice, they are less likely to choose private
schools. The fact that households with more
Tiebout-style choice are more likely to stay in
the public-school system is importantfor policy
planning. For instance, policies that reduce
choice among districts (district consolidation)
or the benefits of choice (more state control of
school expenditures)are likely to increase the
share of students in private schools and reduce
the share of voters who are interested in the
general well-being of public education.
Although Tiebout choice among districts allows more sorting of households by district,
the resulting increases in district homogeneity
have little net effect on achievement,per-pupil
spending,or productivity.The estimatedeffects of
Tiebout choice are not significantlyaffected by
controllingfor district-levelmeasures of demographicheterogeneity.This may be due to offsetting effects of having heterogeneous peers
(benefits from students' experiencingheterogeneous peers may be counteredby the difficulties
that teachers have in teaching heterogeneous
groupsof students).However,the resultssuggest
anotherexplanation:much of the sortingof studentsby racialandincomegroupsis at the school
level, not the district.Whethera studentexperiences peers of differentracialgroupsor different
povertystatusis not significantlyaffectedby the
degree of choice among school districts.MetropolitanareasthathavelittleTieboutchoice among
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districts have about the same level of sorting
amongschools as metropolitanareaswith a lot of
Tieboutchoice among districts.This suggest that
metropolitanareas with little Tiebout choice
amongdistrictscould experiencethe productivity
benefitsof choice with little changein the nature
of studentsortingamong theirschools.
The effects of Tiebout choice are not significantly different for lower-income and higherincome families. Also, the effects of Tiebout
choice are generally not significantly different
for minorityand nonminorityfamilies. There is
suggestive evidence (rather than statistically
significantevidence) that the effects of Tiebout
choice may be somewhat larger for better-off,
nonminority families. Even if this evidence
were strong, however, it would be hard to interpret.One explanationcould be that, although
sortingcaused by Tiebout choice has little overall effect, it has negative effects on disadvantaged studentsthat offset some of the gains they
experience from competition.Anotherexplanation could be that most of the variation in the
choice measurereflects true variationin choice
experienced by nondisadvantagedstudents.
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